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To be read in combination with the Practice and  Course Handbooks. 

This PowerPoint is a summary and does not cover all  aspects of the Practice Assessor role.



Practice Assessor Requirements

• Qualified AMHP

• Supported by sponsoring agency

• Able to give 90 minutes a week (pro rata) supervision

•Can be off-site and shared with on-site supervisor



Programme Overview

• Mental Health Law and Policy – 30 credits

• Values, Ethics & Evidence Based Practice – 15 credits

• AMHP Practice – 15 credits



Mental Health Law 
& Policy

• Law test (Pass/Fail)
•3rd November 2020

•Viva (25%)
•7th-11th December 2020

• Critical Analysis (3,500 words) (75%)
•15th January 2020/ 23rd April 2021

•



Values, Ethics & Evidence 
Based Practice

• Formative group presentation
•In class

• Reflective Analysis (3,000 words) (100%)
•27th November 2020



AMHP Practice

•Practice Study (4,000 words) (100%)
•22nd January 2021/14th May 2021

•Practice Portfolio
•12th February 2021/4th June 2021
•Pass/Fail



Meeting the HCPC 
requirements

The academic assignments have Learning Outcomes 
mapped to the HCPC competencies

Extra Requirements

•Witness statement – Court Warrant/Tribunal

•MH Case Studies 
•Vicarious Liability
•Children and adolescents
•BME groups



Placement Dates

Full-Time
• 17th September 2020 – 7th January 2021
• 2 or 3 days a week for 5 weeks
• Then 5 days a week as agency norm

Part-Time
• 26th October 2020 - 19th April 2021
• 3 days a week

There is flexibility in placement dates as long as the hours 
are completed. 



Placement

450 hours - usually 60 days. 



The Placement is assessed by 
the Practice Assessor

• Pass or Fail

• Based on a portfolio and other evidence



What is evidence?



What is evidence?

• The Student's Portfolio
• Supervision
• Feedback from other professionals
• Academic assignments
• Written exercises



Portfolio
•Student and Practice Assessor Declarations

•Confidentiality Statement

•Placement Context

•Learning Agreement

•Mid-way Review

•Record of Work & Learning Opportunities

•Record of Supervision



Portfolio
•Record of Supervision

•Practice Assessor’s Verification Report

•Practice Assessor’s Competency Sign-Off

•Direct Observations (3)

•Witness Statement

•Consent Form



Verification Report

•1,500 words approx

•No strict structure

•Covers evidence of student meeting all 5 Competency areas



Competency Sign-
Off

•Pass or Fail each competency

•Sign off by Practice Assessor



Direct Observations

•At least three

•Observations by professionals who see the student in 
practice

•Key pieces of evidence for Practice Assessor



Practice Assessor Responsibilities

We don’t expect Practice Assessors to help students with their 

academic assignments, but recognise that you may want to help 

the students develop their ideas and bounce ideas off each other.

Students are adult learners and as such are responsible for 

meeting their deadlines and submitting their assignments. 

Practice Assessors have a responsibility to guide the students in 

their development and make sure they have plenty of suitable 

opportunities to gain experience.



Practice Assessor Responsibilities

•Provide 90 minutes a week supervision (pro rata)

•Keep a records of supervision sessions

•Keep a record of student placement hours

•Initial Placement Meeting, Midway Meeting, Concerns 
Meetings

•Direct Observations

•Placement Reports



Problems with Students 

or Placements

Practice Assessors supervise the student’s learning progress. In the first 

instance any concerns should be dealt with in supervision. If you have 

worries that the student is failing or is not looking like they will complete the 

placement, then a Concerns Meeting should be called with the tutor.

It should never be a surprise to a student to hear at a Concerns Meeting 

that they are failing or may not pass the placement

The Concerns Meeting will attempt to work out an Action Plan to get the 

student back on track. 

Termination of placement should be a last resort and a decision taken with 

the employing agency, student, practice assessor and agency training lead 

in consultation.


